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The third section deals with the cardiovascular system and is
mainly concerned with hypovolaemic shock, whilst the final
section attempts to explain to the uninitiated the concepts of
acid-base balance and the meaning of some SI units such as
the mole, pascal and joule.
Most pre-registration housemen and newly appointed

casualty officers will welcome advice on the immediate treat-
ment of life-threatening emergencies, and the first section of
this book will be for them the most valuable. Its value
would have been enhanced if important basic skills such as
endotracheal intubation and infusion therapy had been
included here rather than relegated to later portions of the
book. Too much of the remainder of this work is out of
place in the context of the authors' defined intentions.

Whilst the medically qualified should understand the
elements of respiratory function and the significance of acid-
base derangements, a work such as this is a poor vehicle for
instruction in these topics. Much of the therapeutic advice
given is aimed at the junior anaesthetist rather than the new
houseman. In discussing manual ventilation short shrift is
given to the self-inflating,bag designed and widely used for re-
suscitation and great emphasis placed on the use of various
anaesthetic systems which, even in skilled hands, often
produce far from ideal results. To attempt in a few pages to
instruct the tyro in the use of potentially lethal drugs such as
thiopentone and suxamethonium during acute resuscitation is
courting disaster.
The authors have tried in this book to convert the be-

ginner to a man equal to all desperate situations. They would
have been better advised to have omitted most of the last 3
sections of their work, expanded the section dealing with
specific situations, and counselled the reader at frequent in-
tervals that he was now entering dangerous territory and his
best line of treatment would be to call loudly for skilled help.

A Colour Atlas and Textbook of the Histopathology of
Mycotic Disease

By F. W. CHANDLER, W. KAPLAN AND L. AJELLO. Pp. 333,
illustrated. Wolfe Medical Publications, London, 1980.
£35.

Histopathologists are often the first persons to encounter
and recognize a disease as being caused by a fungus and they
usually only make the discovery after examination of tissue
sections. By the time the mycological nature of the disease
is recognized cultural methods are no longer applicable and
identification of the causative fungus rests entirely on the
fungal morphology as seen in the tissue section.
The introduction of immunodepressant drug therapy and

the increased use of cytotoxic drugs in the treatment of
leukaemia and other forms of malignant diseases have both
caused opportunist fungal infections to become much more
common than formerly. Also the great increase in world
travel has led to some fungal diseases, hitherto unknown
in the United Kingdom, being introduced by returning
travellers and immigrants, and hence the histopathologist
needs to have a reliable guide to the identification of these
diseases.

This book provides a much needed text and atlas covering
the mycotic diseases as seen by both human and veterinary
histopathologists. The colour illustrations are mostly of good
quality but some fail to show nuclear stains and over-
emphasize the counterstains. It is also unfortunate that the
terms Histoplasma capsulatum and H. duboisii have been used
as names for those diseases better known as North American
and African histoplasmosis respectively. It would also have
been helpful if a classification table showing the sequence of
Kingdoms, Phyla, Families, etc. had preceded the more
detailed tables of Families, genera, etc. as most histopatho-
logists are ignorant of the principles of biological classifica-

tion systems. Despite these minor criticisms this book is
highly recommended and fills an important gap in histo-
pathological texts.

Dictionary of General Pathology

By F. G. SMIDDY. Pp. 326. Pitman Medical, London, 1980.
£4.95.

The concept of this pocket-sized cloth-back book is a good
one. It was written as a result of the author's experience in
examining in pathology for the primary Fellowship, and in
surgery for the FRCS. The author declares his intention of
offering help 'in the top central parts of the examination in
which success is all important', i.e. the multiple choice
question paper and the viva. Presentation is in alphabetical
order of the major topics, illustrating the principles of
general pathology and its associated branches of bacteriology
and immunology. Quite apart from its role as an examination
aid, such a publication may be extremely valuable to the
undergraduate student faced as he is by a new vocabulary in
each one of his posts during his clinical training.
The information contained in this book covers a wide field

but reference could be made easier by some revision of
general headings. For example, 'Jaundice' appears third on a
list of 'Pigmentation, causes of', and the desperate student
anxiously revising for his exam might not think of looking
there for it but when he eventually finds it, he will find a good
account of it. It must be admitted, too, that there appeared
to be some omissions. Looking up 2 subjects in which I am
personally interested, I found no mention of hyperplasia and
its relationship to neoplasia, nor of Mycoplasma infection,
and both these I would expect to find within a work of general
pathology. Stone in the urinary tract is listed under the
heading 'urinary calculi', which is fair enough, but would
lead the reader to look elsewhere for biliary calculi only to
find the latter headed as 'gall-stones'.
The aetiological factors mentioned for urinary calculi,

do not include dehydration, nor a consideration of diet, and
candidates will not be let off too lightly in the examination if
they omit these two. The account of gall-stones is much more
complete. In places there is a digression into the clinical
field: I looked up Paget's disease of bone, a common ex-
amination subject and its clinical manifestations are often
asked for: the account does not mention the name of osteitis
deformans which is so revealing, and suggests that the
deformitv is due to pathological fracture, which of course it
is not. Deafness is not mentioned as a complication. Bil-
harzia is not mentioned under the name or as schistosomiasis
or even parasitic infection and at that point I gave up the
search.

It may seem that this review is rather fault-finding and
pedantic, but the book is claimed to be a preparation for
examinations, and candidates often find that their examiners
are not too lenient over omissions on this scale. I repeat my
appreciation of the book's concept and much of what is in it
and look forward to a second edition which will be more
carefully and critically compiled.

Fundamentals of Clinical Endocrinology
By R. HALL, J. ANDERSON, G. A. SMART AND M. BESSER.
3rd edn. Pp. vii + 788, illustrated. Pitman Medical, London,
1981. £28.50.

The justifiable popularity-and the excellence-of this book
is reflected in its publishing history. Since it was first printed
in 1969, three editions have appeared, each longer than the
previous one in order to encompass the rapid advances made
in endocrinology. Called Fundamentals of Clinical Endo-
crinology, it embraces much more than the basics, and more
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